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RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS FOR ECO-FRIENDLY AND ENVIRONMENTALLY 
SAFE GENERAL CLEANING  

 
Bon Ami Liquid Cleanser 
The Claim: Biodegradable and free of phosphates and chlorine. The packaging is made from 
100 percent postconsumer recycled plastic.  
Read more: http://www.oprah.com/home/Eco-Friendly-Cleaning-Products-Clean-Without-
Chemicals#ixzz3M660ngL5 
 
Mrs. Meyer’s Clean Day Glass Cleaner 
The Claim: Skips ammonia (a potentially toxic irritant) in favor of plant-based cleaning agents 
sourced from sustainable coconut-palm-oil farms. Free of phosphates, chlorine, and petroleum 
distillates. 
Read more: http://www.oprah.com/home/Eco-Friendly-Cleaning-Products-Clean-Without-
Chemicals#ixzz3M667hkVh 
 
Method Floor + Surface Cleaner 
The Claim: Biodegradable and free of phosphates, chlorine, and petroleum distillates. The 
packaging is made from 100 percent postconsumer recycled material.  
Read more: http://www.oprah.com/home/Eco-Friendly-Cleaning-Products-Clean-Without-
Chemicals#ixzz3M66EGYnj 
 
Bill by Eco-Me All-Purpose Cleaner 
The Claim: Uses only ingredients that are food-grade and plant-sourced, such as vinegar and 
sugar-based cleaning agents. Free of phosphates, chlorine, and petroleum distillates.  
Read more: http://www.oprah.com/home/Eco-Friendly-Cleaning-Products-Clean-Without-
Chemicals#ixzz3M66M1cgJ 
 
BOULDER® Citrus All-Purpose Cleaner 
 
Sun & Earth All Purpose Cleaner  
($3.79 for 22 ounces, sunandearth.com) 
Cuts through our greasy mess best, especially on countertops. 
 
Green Works Natural All-Purpose Cleaner  
from Clorox ($3.32 for 32 ounces, clorox.com) 
 
Simple Green All-Purpose Cleaner  
($5 for 32 ounces, simplegreen.com), which has scored high in several GHRI tests, can handle 
heavier jobs than most all-purpose cleaners (like scouring barbecue grills and concrete floors). 
The secret: It’s concentrated, so you dilute as needed. 
 
Advantage 20X Cleaner 
 All natural multi-purpose cleaner for: Algae Stains, Household Pipes, Rust Stains, Brass Ink 
Stains, Screens, Brick, Jewelry Cleaning, Soda Stains, Candle Wax, Laundry, Shingles, Carpet 
Cleaning, Leather, Mildew, Shower Stalls, Tough Carpet Stains, Linoleum Cleaning, Sidings, 
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Coffee Stains, Paint Wash Surface, Linoleum Stains, Stainless Steel, Concrete/Asphalt Stains, 
Liquor Stains, Crayon Removal, Marble, Porcelain, Driveway Stains, Pet Stains, Fabric Stains, 
Oil Stains, Grass Stains, Food Stains, Glass & Mirrors, Glue Removal, Formica Cleaning, Oven 
Cleaning, Pencil Stains, Formica Stains, Paint Stains 
ADVANAGE 20x Cleaners are synthetic, readily biodegradable formulas designed for unlimited 
applications; completely non-toxic, non-irritating to the skin and free from ammonia and acids. 
ADVANAGE 20x Cleaners contain no harsh chemicals such as solvents, alkalis, inorganic 
builders or fillers, heavy metals, ozone depleting chemicals or VOC’s. 
ADVANAGE 20x Cleaner meets USDA, OSHA and EPA standards, has never been tested on 
animals and has been accepted by PETA (People for the Ethical Treatment of Animals). It is 
perfectly safe for use around children, is environmentally friendly and gentle enough to wash 
your finest fabrics yet strong enough to remove grease and grime from your driveway. 
 

RECOMMENDED PRODUCTS FOR ECO-FRIENDLY AND ENVIRONMENTALLY 
SAFE MARINE CLEANING 

 
EcoDiscoveries All-Purpose Boat Wash 
EcoDiscoveries all-purpose boat wash is 100% biodegradable and uses plant-based surfactants to 
remove dirt, salt, and stains from your boat. EcoDiscoveries Boat Wash leaves a hydrophobic 
barrier to prevent dirt and other impurities from sticking to your boat’s many surfaces, and keeps 
your boat cleaner, longer! Safe for marine life, EcoDiscoveries Boat Wash can be used to wash 
your boat stern to bow, in the water or out. 
Directions and Applications: 
Mix the concentrate with water at a 1:64 ratio in a bucket and apply directly on boat with no-
scratch brush/cloth or no-touch sprayer. Rinse all visible suds with fresh water. 
 
EcoDiscoveries Boat Seat Cleaner 
EcoDiscoveries Boat Seat Cleaner is the only all-natural vinyl/leather cleaner designed to 
remove weathering and mold stains from boat seats, canvases and more. Apply EcoDiscoveries 
Boat Seat Cleaner directly on stains/soils and watch as the foaming action draws even the 
toughest organic stains out of your cushions to make them look brand new. As with all of our 
marine products, EcoDiscoveries Boat Seat Cleaner is safe for use in or around waterways and 
will not harm marine ecosystems or marine life. 
Directions and Applications: 
Mix the cleaner (bottle 1 (one)) with additive (bottle 2 (two)). Wearing gloves and using texture 
sponge (provided), saturate affected areas and let sit for 15-20 minutes. After the allotted time, 
scrub any remaining stains with textured sponge. Rinse clean with fresh water. Use all of bottle 
in one application and discard remaining product. Do Not Store. 
 
M2 from EcoDiscoveries (for Mold and Mildew on Boats) 
M2 is the latest mold innovation from EcoDiscoveries formulated to tackle mold and mildew. 
Completely safe around people and marine life, M2 can be used as a wash for moldy fabrics, 
carpets, other porous areas, as well as on solid surfaces. Use as a spray to prevent the re-growth 
of mold. Spray on life jackets, sails, cushions, and ropes before storing to prevent the growth of 
mold and mildew. Can be sprayed or fogged in any area where mold growth is prevalent. M2’s 
active ingredients are made from biologically active phytochemicals, and M2 contains no bleach, 
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ammonia, or petrochemicals while being 100% biodegradable and safe around waterways and 
marine ecosystems. 
Directions and Applications: 
Mix the M2 concentrate with fresh water at a 1:16 ratio in a bucket to make desired amount. If 
using 32 oz. spray bottle, fill bottle to neckline with water and then add entire contents of 
attached bottle of concentrate. Use on moldy surface or fabrics to remove mold and mildew 
build-up, stains, and odors. Fog or spray inside cabins to freshen the indoor air and remove 
“musty” odors. Spray on fabrics, life jackets, canvases and cushions before storage to prevent 
future mold or mildew growth. 
 
EcoDiscoveries Marine All-Purpose Boat Cleaner 
EcoDiscoveries all-purpose boat cleaner is an all-natural multi-surface cleaner designed to cut 
through grease, stains and other soils. Great for tough jobs or last minute touch ups, 
EcoDiscoveries all-purpose boat cleaner is powerful spray-on-wipe-off solution for cleaning 
glass, fiberglass, vinyl, wood, plastic, leather and more. 100% biodegradable, EcoDiscoveries 
All-Purpose Boat Cleaner is safe around waterways and harmless to marine life/ecosystems. 
Directions and Applications: 
Fill 32oz spray bottle to the neckline with water. Pour in contents of attached 2oz concentrate 
bottle and swirl to mix. Spray on soiled surfaces and let sit for 10 seconds before wiping away 
with a cloth or sponge (longer for heavy soils). 
 
Spray Nine All Purpose Cleaner   
This basic all purpose boat cleaner is great for removing mildew or stains and preventing mildew 
on a boat. It is also very effective in removing black streaks or marks from fiberglass and vinyl 
boat seats. It’s a good green choice because it is nontoxic and biodegradable. 
 
Simple Green Marine All Purpose Boat Cleaner – Gallon 
Known for being a good green cleaner choice, Simple Green is non-toxic and biodegradable, 
without harmful bleach. It is an environmentally sensitive non-toxic cleaner/degreaser that really 
works and can be economically custom-diluted for many, many different uses. 
 
West Marine Pure Oceans Crystal Boat Soap, Gallon   
Pure Oceans Crystal Boat Soap – Tough on dirt and highly effective for cleaning all marine 
surfaces, this concentrated eco-friendly formula works without harsh inorganic compounds or 
other harmful components. Works with fresh or salt water and contains no dyes or perfumes. 
West Marine’s Pure Oceans green product brand also has an entire line of all purpose boat 
cleaners, boat soaps, bilge cleaner, boat wax and more:  

• West Marine Pure Oceans Hull Cleaner Cleaner, 32 Oz.  
• West Marine Pure Oceans Nanotec Fiberglass Cleaner Wax Wax, Qt.  
• West Marine Aluminum Pontoon Cleaner Pure Oceans  
• West Marine Pure Oceans Citrus Bilge Cleaner  
• West Marine Non Skid Deck Cleaner Pure Oceans Cleaner, Quart 

 
 


